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In 2013 Metro Vancouver workers were in the final stages of completing an 
extensive new water treatment facility under Capilano Lake in North Vancouver. 
The centrepiece of the facility was a break head tank, an enormous concrete 
bunker connected to 7 km of water tunnels. Noticing that the tank boasted an 
impressive 20+ seconds of reverb, Metro Vancouver decided to commission 
composer Jordan Nobles to create a new musical work to be performed in this 
underground chamber, before the tank was permanently filled with water.  
 

The original plan was to have the audience descend into the break head chamber 
for the performance, but this proved too hazardous. In the end, it was decided 
that the musicians would perform in the space and the event would be recorded 
for posterity. Shortly afterward, the break head tank began its service as part of 
the GVR water system, was flooded with water, and was lost to us forever. 
 

Nobles’ piece, fittingly entitled Immersion, is a four-part, 25-minute suite for mixed 
instruments and voice, perfectly crafted to exploit the break head tank’s unique 
acoustics. This recording was done in four single takes, without any overdubs, 
edits, or audio effects. This is, essentially, exactly how it sounded in this incredible 
space on a chilly October morning in 2014. 
 

!!

Negative Zed in the ‘Tank’.  More Info at redshiftrecords.org/releases/tk441 
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The Redshi f t  Music Society is a registered charitable organization 
that was founded in 2001 in Vancouver, BC with a focus on bringing 
the music of contemporary composers to the general public through 
unique musical events, mostly in alternative venues. 

   www.redshi f tmusic .ca 
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Heather giving a glass blowing workshop with the composers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Robert’s first sketch of the Rainbow     Benton working on the Chromarimba. 

  



 
G L A S S   A R T I S T S 

 

 Heather Spriggs  www.konschuh.com 
 
 Robert Studer   http://thisisit.ca 
 

 Benton Roark   www.bentonroark.com 
 

From the reflections of urban noise off Vancouver’s skyscrapers to the 
echoes of foghorns and trains in the harbour, certain physical materials – 
glass and water in particular – play a key role in defining the city’s 
soundscape. A couple of years ago, Jordan and I had the vision of trying 
to harness this feature of our soundscape in a concert of new works and 
unusual instruments displayed around a public space as a performance 
installation. Partially inspired by this thought, partially by my own interest 
in microtonality, my own imagining of a mallet instrument that would fit 
this show wasn’t too far behind. Emboldened by pioneers such as Harry 
Partch and Tan Dun - composers who created instruments to fulfill a 
creative vision - I set about building something that would tie all of this 
together: a multi-octave 31-tone equal-temperament glass marimba.  
 
Two years later, with the advice of a number of experts (including Robert 
Studer, who designed the gorgeous Rainbow you see before you), a few 
tools and some band aids, I found myself handing over the prototype of 
the Chromarimba to Fringe Percussion and bidding them Godspeed and 
good luck. Now on the occasion of these instruments’ maiden voyage,  
 
I’d like to express my thanks to the collaborators Redshift has had the 
pleasure to work with during the project’s development, especially This Is 
It Design for their tireless efforts and vast imagination. I’ve known how 
rewarding it can be to nurture the seed of an idea into a piece of music, 
and now I can say that it’s equally thrilling to experience this journey with 
works of art that are tangible and hopefully permanent. It is my hope that 
they will find a home in the percussion repertoire for performers and 
composers out there looking to widen their palette with the unique, the 
strange, and the beautiful. 
 
 - Benton Roark  
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P E R F O R M E R S:  Fringe Percussion 
 Daniel Tones Brian Nesselroad 

 Martin Fisk Colin Van de Reep 
 

Fringe Percussion is an ensemble committed to contemporary 
music that blends classical and popular traditions. It strives to strengthen 
the voice of local composers and global music through innovative 
programming, artistic collaboration, and an unfailing dedication to musical 
excellence. Its performances are astonishing, and its music is engaging. 
Fringe Percussion is at the crest of contemporary music in Western 
Canada. 
  

The quality of Fringe Percussion’s work has been recognized by 
WholeNote Magazine, The Province, and the Georgia Straight, and its 
music has been broadcast by CBC Radio and Television. Invitations to 
work with Vancouver’s finest new music presenters, including Music on 
Main, the Redshift Music Society, Vancouver Pro Musica, and the 
Western Front, demonstrate a wide following and diverse appetite for its 
music.  
 

The ensemble has contributed to innovative research and creation 
projects supported by the Canada Council for the Arts, the Natural 
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC), and the 
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC), and their 
debut recording was nominated for “Classical Recording of the Year” by 
the Western Canadian Music Awards.   www.fr ingepercuss ion.com 



P R O G R A M M E   N O T E S 
Strange Alchemy - Christopher Reiche 
By preparing different solutions of sounds a strange alchemy 
occurs.  Through the use of water, salt, metal, and glass a piece emerges. 
http://christopherreiche.tumblr.com 
 
Waves of Glass  - Christiaan Venter 
Waves of Glass explores the colours and harmonies created by the 
tricesimoprimal glass marimba, glass bowls, crystal glasses, and other 
percussion instruments through the opposites inspired by the gentle 
waves of the harbour and the excitement of the city.  
http://christiaanventer.com 
 
Water ,  Wine, Brandy, Br ine - Viet Cuong  
In 1641 a Jesuit scholar and priest named Athanasius Kircher published 
Magnes (Magnets), a work that discussed various forms of attraction and, 
unsurprisingly, magnetism. One chapter, titled “the magnetism of music,” 
details an experiment in which he fills four wine glasses with liquids of 
various densities: aqua vitae (later referred to as brandy by Benjamin 
Franklin’s time), wine, pure water, and a course liquid such as saltwater or 
oil. Kircher observed that each solution reacted differently when played, 
and conclusively associated each with one of the four Greco-Roman 
humors. Water, Wine, Brandy, Brine explores the various sounds that can 
be produced from playing crystal glasses as musical instruments, from the 
bell-like sounds of “toasting” the glasses, to the theremin-like singing 
produced when the rims are played.  http://vietcuongmusic.com 
 
Music of the Spheres  - Mariah Mennie  
This piece manifested during an exploration into the soundscape of glass; 
its resonant nature combined with the sound of a glass sphere. What 
does a marble sound like and how does it move? The resultant elixir 
created circular harmonies and spiralling designs reminiscent of labyrinths 
and the movement of the planets themselves. 
http://firewindmusic.wix.com/firewind-soundscapes 
 
Rippl ing and Sinking - Nova Pon  
This piece is my attempt to integrate the artistry of these musicians, the 
potential of these singular instruments, and the inspiring sounds of water 
and glass.  The title refers to two processes that are commonly 
experienced with water, and which occur metaphorically in this piece, 
and in life for that matter.  Through the piece, musical ideas and gestures 
cast "ripples" as they are echoed and transformed, from moment to 
moment, across instruments, and across other microtonal 
"dimensions."  The idea of "sinking" also ripples across the whole work 
with the unsettling, (or is it settling?) sensation of being gradually, 
inescapably, pulled downwards.  http://novapon.com 

 
 

Water Music  - Tan Dun 
Water Music is an excerpt from Tan Dun’s landmark work Water 
Concerto for Water Percussion and Orchestra—in Memory of Toru 
Takemitsu. This excerpt is unique, in the way that Tan has put all the 
various forces in one piece. It is "alive," an ongoing work, where the 
players improvise freely, never doing the same thing twice. This reflects 
Tan Dun’s musical experiences in Taoist ritual, when he was a wild, 
barefoot “mountain boy” in his grandmother’s village in the Chinese 
province of Hunan.  
 

For Tan Dun, water is a metaphor for the unity of eternal and external, as 
well as a symbol of renewal, re-creation, and resurrection. The use of a 
water instruments is musical metaphysics, a powerful musical drama of 
Tan Dun’s personal music journey. In Tan Dun’s Water Music, one hears 
sounds central to the nature in which we live, but have too long not 
listened. © 2008 Parnassus Productions Inc.  http://tandun.com 
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I s ra fe l  
Music for flute and electronics 

 
Paolo Bortuluss i - flute 

 
Includes music by Larry Lake,  

Keith Hamel, John Oliver,  
and Kaija Saariaho 
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Of Sound, M ind  and Body  
Concert #3 

Le Gesù 
 

Improvised music ensemble 
Tim Brady - electric guitar, 

electronics; Shawn Mativetsky - 
tabla, percussion; Helmut  
Lipsky - violin; and guest  
Gabriel Dharmoo - voice 


